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ABSTRACT 
 
TEACHING WRITING THROUGH ROUNDTABLE TECHNIQUE AT 
THE SECOND SEMESTER AT THE EIGHTH GRADE OF SMP NEGERI 
2 SUMBEREJO IN THE ACADEMIC YEAR OF 2018/2019 
By :  
Ria Anggraini 
 
Writing is one of important skill in English. Most of students got low score of 
writing. The objectives of the research were to know and to describe the process 
of teaching writing through roundtable technique at the second semester at the 
eighth grade of SMP Negeri 2 Sumberejo, to know and to describe the teacher’s 
problems in teaching writing through roundtable technique at the seond semester 
at the eighth grade of SMP Negeri 2 Sumberejo, to know and to describe the 
students’ problems in learning writing through roundtable technique at the second 
semester at the eighth grade of SMP N 2 Sumberejo in the academic year of 
2018/2019. 
 
In this research, the methodology of the research was descriptive qualitative 
method in collecting and analyzing the data. The researcher used purposive 
sampling to choose the participants. Then the researcher chose the English teacher 
and the students of eighth grade of SMP N 2 Sumberejo as the participants of this 
research. In collecting the data, the researcher used triangulation method. It 
consists of observation, interview, and questionnaire. To analyze the data, the 
researcher used three steps: data condensation, data display, concluding and 
verification of data. 
 
The result showed that the process of teaching writing through roundtable 
technique at the second semester of SMP N 2 Sumberejo consist of pre activity, 
while activity, and post activity. In this research, there were three points of the 
result. The first of all, the teacher had done roundtable technique still effective. 
There were many weaknesser during teaching and learning. The second, the 
teachers’ problems in teaching writing descriptive text by using roundtable 
technique are the teacher difficult to handle the class because the students were 
very noisy and busy with their own activity. The third, the students’ problems in 
teaching writing through roundtable technique are the students had problems in 
developing their ideas, they had lack of vocabulary and the students often difficult 
in grammar. Besides, they did not have enough self confidence to make their own 
paragraph. 
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Roundtable Technique, Qualitative Descriptive Research, Teaching Writing 
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MOTTO 
 
           
“Nun, By the pen and by the (record) which (Men0 write” 
(Q.S.Al-Qalam:1)
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CHAPTER I 
  INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Background of Problem  
English as an international language is used by many people in the world in 
many areas of life. It is learned by most of people in the world. In Indonesia, 
English is as the foreign language that is not used every day. Indonesian only 
learn English from the school or course. English is a compulsory subject which 
should be mastered by students of senior high school.    
English is learned in Indonesia by talking about the grammatical rules of 
English and errors are always corrected. For language learners in Indonesia, 
where English is not spoken in the society, accuracy is really the focus in 
learning English.
2
 There are four skills in English they are listening, speaking, 
reading and writing. These skills are closely related one to another. In this 
research, the researcher will focus on writing skill. Writing is one of the 
English skills that must be mastered by students to complete  learning  process. 
Writing is the creative process because it is a process of reaching out for one’s 
thought and discovering them.
3
 Writing is a combination of process and 
product. According to Harmer, writing is used for a wide variety of purposes it 
is produced in many different forms.
4
 
 
                                                          
2
Ag. Bambang Setiyadi, Teaching English as a Foreign Language 
(Yogyakarta:GrahaIlmu,2006),p.21  
3
 Asian Journal of Education Research, Vol. 3. No. 2. 2015, JSSN 2311-6080 
4
 Jeremy Harmer, How To Teach Writing (Pearson Education Limited,2004),p.4 
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Based on the interview to the English teacher, the researcher finds out the 
problems in writing English of the Eighth grade students in SMP Negeri 2 
Sumberejo.  
In teaching writing there are many techniques, one of the techniques is Round 
table. The round table technique is a activity that useful for brainstorming
5
, 
writing, and reviewing concepts and vocabulary learned. In addition, round 
table is focused in written activity, and the teacher gives students a question, 
problem or topic on a paper, they share with their group with giving a response 
or contribution from each member, so each member provides a written 
contribution. 
Based on the preliminary research in SMPN 2 Sumberejo that was conducted at 
the second semester of Eighth grade in the academic year of 2018/2019 on 
march 26
th 
by interviewing the English teacher Mrs. Melita Sari, in this 
research found that teaching writing through round table technique has been 
applied there, but this research found that the students’ writing was still low 
although the teacher had used roundtable.  
This researcher gave questionnaire to some students in SMPN 2 Sumberejo 
about the students’ problem in writing English text. There were some problems 
that they have such as : they lack of vocabularies, they do not know how to 
make a good sentence, they lack motivation, they were difficult to learn the 
text in English, and students’ have difficulty in understanding English word, 
phrases and sentences in english. 
                                                          
5 Megawati Sinaga, The Effect of Roundtable and Clustering Teaching Techniques 
and Students’ Personal Traits on Students’ Achievement in Descriptive Writing, Advances in 
Language and Literary Studies, ISSN: 2203-4714 Volume: 8 Issue: 6, 2017 
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  Table 1 
The Students’ Writing Score at the Eighth Grade of 
SMP Negeri 2 Sumberejo2018/2019 Academic Year 
 
No  Score  Class  Total  Percentage 
VIII A VIIIB  VIIIC  VIIID  VIII
E  
1 >70 32 12 14 14 14 54  39.55% 
2 < 70 0 20 20 22 20 82 60.45% 
Total   32 32 34 36 34 136 100% 
 Source : English Teacher at the second semester of Eighth Grade Students of      SMP 
Negeri 2 Sumberejo in 2017/2018 Academic year
6
 
 
Based on Table 1, it can be seen that there are more students who got low score 
or got score below the criteria of minimum mastery (KKM) of the school, as 54 
out of 136 students or 39.55% who got scores above the criteria of minimum 
mastery, as 82 students or 60.45%. The KKM score was 70.
7
 The criteria 
minimum of mastery (KKM) is 74 in this research assumes that most of the 
students are still difficult to write English well. 
Previously there were studies using Round Table Techniques including by 
Rezki Adelina from Universitas Islam Negeri Alauddin Makassar conducted a 
research The Use of Roundtable Technique to Improve Students’ Writing skill 
of Narrative Text at Eleventh Grade in Senior High School 1 South Polong 
Bangkeng in 2017/2018 academic year. Rezki found that there was an 
improvement of subject of narrative text. Rezki say that Roundtable Technique 
                                                          
6
 Melyta Sari English  Teacher of Eighth Grade SMP Negeri 2 Sumberejo in 
2018/2019 Academic Year . 
7
 Melyta Sari, English Teacher of SMPN 2 Sumberejo in 2018/2019 Academic Year 
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should be used as effective and interesting for students either their writing or 
their enthusiasm in learning process. So, the students can write text easier.
8
  
The next research by Risti Wulandari from FKIP Slamet Riyadi University 
conducted a research to improve Students’ Writing Ability by Using Round 
table Technique. This research used the eleventh grade students in 2014/2015 
academic year as the subject of research. There was an improvement on the 
mean score of the test, it can be concluded that this technique could make the 
students have more ideas.
9
 
In addition, this research focuses on Teaching Writing through Round Table 
Technique, especially in getting ideas. Round Table helps students to focus 
their attention and this research give the students quiet time to think about their 
responses and provide an accumulative record.  
The researcher concludes that most of students find difficulty in writing. From 
the data this research has got, the researcher find out that most of the students 
writing ability is still low. Many students had difficulties in writing. Then most 
of them are only writing without knowing about phrase. The researcher was 
conducted a research about teaching writing through round table 
technique.This research concern to observe the process of teaching writing, and 
find out more faced by both the teachers and students through research entitled 
: “Teaching Writing through Round Table Technique at the Second Semester 
                                                          
8
 Rezky Adelina, a Thesis The Use of Roundtable Technique to Improve Students’ 
Writing Skill of Narrative Text at Eleventh Grade in Senior High School 1 South 
PolongBangkeng(Universitas Islam Negeri Alauddin,2017),p.17 
9
 Risti Wulandari, Improving Students’ Writing Ability by Using Roundtable 
Technique,( English Departemen of FKIP Slamet Riyadi University,2015),p.9 
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of  the Second Grade of SMP N 2 Sumberejo in the  academic year of 
2018/2019”. 
B. Identification of the Problem 
Based on the background above this research identifies the problem as 
follows: 
1. The students have difficulty in understanding English word, phrases and 
sentences in English. 
2. The students do not know how to make a good sentence. 
3. The round table technique has been applied but the result is not optimal 
yet. 
4. The students find difficulty to study new vocabuary.  
5. The students have difficulty to learn the text in English. \ 
C. Limitation of the Problem  
This research focuses on the process of teaching writing through round table 
to the second semester of the eighth grade of SMP N 2 Sumberejo in the 
academic year of 2018/2019. 
D. Formulation of the problem  
Based on the limitation above  the researcher formulated the problem as 
follows: 
1. How is the process of teaching writing through round table technique at 
the second semester of the eighth grade of SMPN 2 Sumberejo? 
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2. What are the teacher’s problems in applying round table technique in 
teaching writing through roundtable technique at the second semester of 
the eighth grade of SMPN 2 Sumberejo? 
3. What are the students problems in applying round table technique at the  
second semester of the eighth grade of  SMPN 2 Sumberejo? 
E.. Objective of the research  
Based on formulation of problem, the objectives of research are as     follows:  
1. To know the process of teaching writing through roundtable technique at 
SMPN 2 Sumberejo. 
2. To know teacher’s problems in applying round table technique in teaching  
writing.  
3. To know the students’ problem in learning writing by round table 
technique.  
F.  Significance of the research  
It is hoped that the result of this research can be beneficial :        
a. Theoretically  
The result of this research to support the previous theory about the 
teaching writing through roundtable technique in the teaching learning 
process.  
b.  Practically  
1. For the teacher  :  by using round table technique the teacher can improve 
their creativity  in teaching learning process so the goal of learning can be 
achieved. 
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2. For the students   : it is expected that the students are more interested and  
motivated in learning English so that their English writing skill can 
developed and give positive effect on their English achievement. 
3. For the school :  it is expected that this research give motivation for the 
school for observe in teaching learning process. 
G.  Scope of The Research 
1. The subject of the research  
The subject of this research was the students of the second semester of the  
eighth grade and also the English teacher of SMPN 2 Sumberejo in the 
academic year of 2018/2019.  
2. Object of the research 
The object of this research had been process of teaching writing especially 
in applying  round table technique in writing skill. 
3. Place of research  
This research conducted at SMPN 2 Sumberejo on Jl. Raya Sumberejo  
Kec. Sumberejo, Kab. Tanggamus  
4. Time of the research  
This research conducted at the second semester of SMPN 2  Sumberejo in 
the  academic year of 2018/2019. 
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   CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE OF THEORIES 
 
A. Concept of Teaching English as a Foreign Language (TEFL) 
Language is an important tool of communication. Without language, 
people cannot to communiacate one to another. Languagae is used to 
convey information to each other, to ask about opinion or interpretations, 
to express our feelings to each other. According to Harmer, teaching mean 
to give (someone) knowladge or to instruct or to train (someone).
10
 For 
this reason, by teaching or being a teacher, someone transfers knowladge, 
guides and coach other people in learning process. Furthermore, Brown 
states that language is acquired by all people in much the same way; 
language and learning language both have universal characteristic.
11
It 
means that language is used every people with the same way; the language 
and learning language has same a general characteristic. 
Everyone uses language to communicate with other people teaching is 
process that done by the teacher to share their knowladge, experience and 
material preparation the aim teaching can be reached. Teaching can also 
defined as providing opportunities for students to learn. However, students 
may not always learn what the teacher intened to teach about and 
                                                          
10
Jeremy Harmer, How to Teach English, (New England Longman 2002),p.56  
11
H. Douglas Brown, Principle of Language Learning and Teaching, 4
th 
Education, Clifornia: Addison Wesley Longman,2000),p.5 
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sometimes they may also learn notion which teacher do not intend them 
learn. 
According to Setiyadi,  people should learn English in the condition where 
the language is use for comm unication in their daily life.
12
In this case the 
teacher are also demanded to encourage students to practice English every 
time in their daily activities. 
There are two ways of developing ability in a target language “acquistion” 
and “learning”. Acquisition is defined as a subconscious process that is 
identical to the process used in first language acquastion in all important 
ways, while learning is defined as concious knowing about a target 
language. While acquisition is taking place, language learners are not 
always aware of the result ; they are not very concerned with grammatical 
rules and error correction. 
According to Brown, teaching is showing or helping someone to learn how 
to do something, giving instructions, guiding in the study of something, 
providing with knowladge, causing to know or understand.
13
 Suzanne 
states that teaching is shared work between students and teachers.
14
 Then, 
it can be interpreted that teaching is process that done by the teacher to 
share their knowladge, experience and the material to students. In this 
                                                          
12
Bambang Setiyadi, Teaching English As Foreign Language, (Yogyakarta : 
GrahaIlmu,2006),p.20  
13
H. Douglas Brown, Principles of Language Learning ang Teaching. (New 
Jersey: Longman,2000).p. 7  
14
Suzanne L. Miller and Penelope, Theories of Learning and Teaching What Do 
They Mean for Educators?(Washington DC: NEA,2006),P.11 
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activity the teacher who provides eduaction to students to learn is not 
limited only share their knowladge but also it is possible to share their 
experience as well. 
Teaching also is the systematic activity which includes many components. 
Every component cannot be separated, but it has to be run together 
dependently and continually. For the reason, it is necessary for having a 
good management in teaching. It should be considered about ability of the 
teacher in managing the class and also the professionalism of the teacher 
so that teaching goal can be achieved. And also teaching is guiding and 
facilitating learning, enabling the learning to learn, setting the condition 
for learning. Our understanding of how the learners learn will determine 
our philosophy of education, teaching style, Approach, methods and 
classroom technique.   
Based on all statement above, it can be inferred that English is first foreign 
language taught in all types school and the accuracy only focus on learning 
English and people do not underestimate English in the world of work. 
B. Writing  
1. Definition of Writing  
   Writing is one of the important skills to master by the students’. They use it 
to communicate to each other, as means of ideas and emotional expression. 
According to Hedge, writing is about expressingidea that the writer unable 
to express what a speaker able to express, such as gesture, body 
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movement, facial expression, pitch and tone of  voice, stress and 
hasitation
15
. It  has  been widely agreed that writing is one of  the  
indispensable  activities  in studying  English language.
16
Thus, a writer has 
to be able to write an effective writing in order to make a reader 
understand by developing and organizing ideas, a careful vocabulary 
choice, grammatical pattern, and sentence structure to make which is 
appropriate to the subject matter and the evantual readers. 
According to Harmer, writing (as one of the four skills of listening, 
speaking, reading, and writing ) has always formed part of the syllabus and 
the teaching of English.
17
 It means writing is a skill that very important in 
learning English and also the one skill that is used to assess the students’ 
achievement of English in School. 
Writing is more complex than this hence writing pedagogy is important, as 
Brown states by claiming that writing is “as different from speaking as 
swimming is from walking” This is supported and developed by Hedge, 
who states that writing is more than producing accurate and complete 
sentences and phrases. She states that writing is about guiding students to: 
                                                          
15
Tricia Hedge, Resource books for teachers writing, (Hongkong: Oxford 
University press, 1988), p. 5  
16
Norzang, Useof Roundtable Structure Supplemented ByPeer Editing Technique 
to Enhancing Students’Essay Writing Skills: An Action Research, Imperial Journal of 
Interdisciplinary Research (IJIR) Vol-3, Issue-2, 2017ISSN: 2454-
1362,http://www.onlinejournal.in,p.1654 
17
Jeremy Harmer, The Practice of English Language Teaching, 
(Longman,2001),p.31 
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produce whole pieces of communication, to link and develop information, 
ideas, or arguments for a particular reader or a group of readers.
18
 
If the goal of the English teacher is to enable students to produce fluent, 
accurate and appropriate written English, there are a number of aspects 
which need to be considered.
19
 These are :  
1. Mechanical problems with the script of English20 
2. Problems of accuracy of English grammar and lexis  
3. Problems of relating the style of writing to the demands of a particular 
situation  
4. Problems of developing ease and comfort in expressing what needs to 
be said.
21
 
As far as researcher concerned, writing is the most difficult skill in 
English. That writing is a way to produce language that comes from our 
thought.  Writing is as a process to produce written product that will be 
used for readers. The first reason is because the writer should master 
English grammar, and the language use in writing is completely different 
from the language use in spoken language. Another reason is because the 
word choice in writing is strictly  chosen to make the writer’s idea make 
sense. Furthermore, writing is about how the writers convey their idea, so 
                                                          
18
 Emelie Ahlsén and Nathalie Lundh, Teaching Writing in Theory and Practice 
(Advanced course in English with Educational Application incl. Degree Project 30 ECTS 
Autumn, 2007),p.4 
19
 Jeremy Harmer, Teaching English as a Foreign Language(Newyork: 
Routledge education books, 1980),p.116.  
20
Christopher Tribble, Language Teaching Writing,(Oxford 
University,1996),p.130 
21
Ibid,p.116-117  
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the writer should be able to understand how to develop and organize the 
idea. 
Writing is used for a wide variety of purposes it is produced in many 
different forms.
22
 He continues that the act of writing is also an act of 
sharing new ideas or old ideas with new perspective with the humman 
community. The writer means to put our favourites or most important 
thoughts forward, to unveil a line of thinking too elaborate, to 
communicate through conversation.  
Caroline states that writing is a combination and product. The process 
refers to the act of gathering ideas and working with them until they are 
presented in a manner that polished and comprehensible to readers.
23
 It 
means that writing is an activity that produces something from mind 
become meaningful a text of the sentence. Make a good writing by 
arranged sequence sentence. Shortly, writing skills are specific abilities 
which help writer put their thoughts into words in a meaningful form and 
mentally interact with the massage.  
Writing is a complex metacognitive activity that draws on an individual’s 
knowledge, basic skill, strategies, and ability to coordinate multiple 
processes. Graham identified the following four vital areas in the  writing 
                                                          
22
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process:(1) knowledge of writing and writing topics,(2) skill for producing 
and crafting text,(3) processes for energizing and motivating participants 
to write with enthusiasm, and (4) directing thought and actions through 
strategies to archive writing goals. 
From  all  the  statements  above,  it  can  be  concluded  that  writing  is  
an activity  of  thinking  after  which  it  is  expressed  into  graphic  
symbols,  in a communicative  written  language In  expressing  the  
thought  into  a  written language,  feeling  plays  an  important  role  as  
well,  so that the products will be easily understood and enjoyed by the 
readers.  
C. Writing Process 
Writing process, Writing as a process to produce written product that will 
be used for readers. It will be as the form of an essay, a paper or a story. 
Writing is not an instant process. It takes time and engages so many 
activities. The activities, are prewrtiting, drafting, revising and editing.  
The process of writing, the writers do not easly move from step. There are 
some steps of writing based on Harmer, they are: 
a. Planning  
Experienced writers plan what they are going to write. Before starting to 
write or type, they try and decide what is they are going to say. For some 
writers this may involve making detail notes. for others a few jotted words 
maybe enough. Still other may not actually write down any preliminary 
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notes at all since they may do all their planning in their heads. But they 
will have planned, nevertheless, just ask the shopping list writer has 
thought at some level of conciousness about what food is needed before 
writing it on the piece of paper.
24
 In this step we should decide the topic 
that we want to write or if we assigned one, the topic should be focused on 
something that interesting to us. 
b. Drafting  
Drafting can be defined as writing down some ideas that come into mind. 
Then, this draft can be shaped and refined in the next stage. This first draft 
is usually rough, which is why it is called the rough draft. Making a case 
and structuring your evidence for that case.
25
 As the writing process 
proceeds into editing, a number of drafts may be produced on the way to 
the final.
26
 
c. Revising  
Revising is a process when writer rework the rough material of the draft to 
get it in shape. This process is a time-consuming, difficult part of the 
process because the writer should express the ideas in the best order and in 
the best way, so the reader can get the writer’s idea. Revising are often 
helped by other readers (or editors) who comment and make sugestions.
27
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d. Editing  
Revise content, proofread forwriting conventions,text reorganization.
28
 
Children work with the teacher and or peers to correct all mistakes in 
grammar and spelling. 
e. Publishing  
The writing processis finally at its end.  Children publish their writing by 
making a copy in their neatest handwriting or using a word processor.  
This is a time for students to celebrate.  They may share their pieces with 
the class during story time, make a class book or a personal portfolio, or 
send their work to local newspapers or children’s magazines for 
publication. 
D.  Genre of Writing  
A genre approach is especially appropriate for students of English for 
Specific purposes. This means that they will be able to choose from a 
variety of features.
29
 The same classification scheme is reformulated here 
to include the most common genres that a second language writer might 
produce, within and beyond the requirements of a curriculum.
30
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1) Academic writing 
For papers and general subject reports essays, compositions academically 
focused journals short-answer test responses technical reports ( lab reports)  
theses, dissertations. 
2) Job-related writing 
Messages (phone messages) letters/emails memos (interoffice) reports (job 
evaluations, project reports) schedules, labels, signs advertisements, 
announcements manuals. 
3) Personal writing 
Letters, emails, greeting cards, invitations messages,notes calendar entries, 
shopping lists, reminders financial documents (checks, tax forms, loan 
applications)forms, questionnaires, medical reports, immigration 
documents diaries, personal journals fiction (short stories, poetry).
31
 
E. Concept of Teaching Writing 
Harmer said that by far the most important reason for teaching writing, of 
course, is that it is a basic language skill. The writing of a composition is a 
task which involves the students in manipulating words in grammatically 
correct sentences and in linking those sentence to form a piece of 
continouns writing which succesfully communicates the writer’s thoughts 
and ideas on a certain.  
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A simplistic view of writing would assume that written language is simply 
the graphic representation of spoken language.Teaching writing applied 
nowadays tends to be more concerned with how to provide the students 
with explanation of paragraph organization and its definition.
32
 
Teachers who experience writing difficulty not only connect emotionally 
to their students, something they might do after writing what their students 
write,  but  they  gain  clarity  about  how  students  learn  to  write  
better.
33
 It means for the moment we can accept that writing is a language 
skill which is difficulty to acquaire. 
Writing is more complex than this here writing pedagogy is important, as 
Brown states by claiming that writing is “ as different from speaking as 
swimming is from walking”. Writing is more than producing accurate and 
complete sentences and phrases. Writing is about guiding students to: 
Produce whole pieces of communication, to link and develop information 
ideas, or arguments for a particular reader or a group of reader.
34
 
The researcher concludes that teaching writing is reinforcement of learn 
language, the development of the students’ language through the activity 
of writing, the appropriacy of the activity of writing for some styles of 
learning and the importance of writing as a skiil in its own right. 
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F. Teachers’ Problem in Teaching Writing 
The most serious problem that students have is lacking of vocabulary, 
students have not focused on learning grammar, beside vocabulary, 
grammar plays an important role in English as well as studying English. 
Grammar limitation also affects the ability of using languagein most of the 
students. Many topics require students a large source ofvocabulary . The 
correction limitation of students’ written works. Based on the 
questionnaire and the observation, the teacher does not have enough time 
to correct the students’ writing. 
The writing task is challenging because many practical and theoretical is 
use are included. The assumption that supposes working without the help 
of each student or only with the instructor for comprehensive feedback, 
usage of grammar and handbooks or even lectures, and the linear 
composition model based on “outlining, writing, and editing”.35 So, 
students make these mistakes again and again if they have nothing 
corrected. Students lack time for learning writing skill . At the moment, 
the time for learning English is little and it cannot afford the demanding. 
Lack of time affects not only students’ learning but also teacher’s 
teaching.
36
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G. Types of Writing  
Four categories of written that capture the range of written production are 
considered here.
37
 Each category resembles the categories defined for the 
other three skills, but these categories, as always, reflect the uniqueness of 
the skill area.  
1. Imitative or Writing Down  
At the beginning level of learning to write, students will simply “ write 
down” English letters, words and possibly sentences in order to learn the 
conventions of the orthographic code.
38
 To produce written language, the 
learner must attain skills in the fundamental, basic tasks of writing letters, 
words, punctuation, and very brief sentences. At this stage, form is the 
primary if not exclusive focus, while context and meaning ofsecondary 
concern. 
2. Intensive or controlled 
Beyond the fundamentals of imitative writing are skills in producing 
appropriate vocabulary within a context, collocations and idioms,  and 
correct grammatical features up to the length of a sentence meaning and 
context are of some importance in determining correctness and 
appropriateness,but most assessment tasks are more concerned with a 
focus on form, and lare rather strictly controlled by the test design. 
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3. Responsive 
Here, assessment tasks require learners to perform at a limited discourse 
level, connecting sentences into a paragraph and creating a logically 
connected sequence of two or three paragraphs. Genres of writing include 
brief narratives and description, short reports, lab reports, summaries, brief 
responses to reading, and interpretations of charts or graphs. The writer 
has mastered the fundamentals of sentence level grammar and is  more 
focused on the discourse conventions that will achieve the objectives of 
the written text. Form focused attention is mostly at the discourse level, 
with a strong emphasis on context and meaning. 
4. Extensive 
Extensive writing implies successful management of all the processes and 
strategies of writing for all purposes, up to the length of an essay, a term 
paper, a major research project report, or even a thesis. Writers focus on 
achieving a purpose, organizing and developing ideas logically, using 
details to support or illustrate ideas, demonstrating syntactic and lexical 
variety, and in many cases, engaging in the process of multiple drafts to 
achieve a final product.
39
 
H.  Micro skills and Macro skills of Writing 
Teaching writing include mastery of micro and macroskills. Micro skills 
are those that the students need to comprehend in order that they are able 
to produce and acceptable writing like acceptable grammar, correct 
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cohesive devices, and also the ability to express a meaning in different 
grammatical forms. Macro skills in the other hand further skills and 
strategies that are required in order that the stuents being able to convey 
the meaning they want to communicate in their writing.
40
 
Distinguishes micro skills and macro skills of writing as follows : 
Microskills : 
1.  Produce graphemes and orthographic patterns of English.  
2. Produce writing at an efficient rate of speed to suit the purpose.  
3. Produce an acceptable core of words and use appropriate word order 
patterns. 
4. Useacceptablegrammaticalsystems (tense,agreement,pluralization),  
patterns, and rules.  
5.  Express a particular meaning in different grammatical forms.  
6. Use cohesive devices in written discourse.
41
 
Macroskills as follows : 
  
1.  Use the rhetorical forms and conventions of written discourse.  
2.  Appropriately accomplish the communicative functions of written texts 
according to form and purpose.  
3.  Convey links and connections between events, and communicate   
such relations as main idea, supporting idea, new information, given 
information, generalization, and exemplification.  
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4. Distinguish between literal and implied meanings when writing.  
5. Correctly convey culturally specific references in the context of the 
written text.  
6.  Develop and use a battery of writing strategies, such as accurately  
assessing the audience's interpretation, using prewriting devices, writing 
with fluency in the first drafts, using paraphrases and synonyms, soliciting 
peer and instructor feedback, and using feedback for revising and editing. 
I. The Importance of Writing 
The importance of writing, especially writing English is very  great. 
Writing is very  essential  for  many  field such  as;  education,  business, 
government, and scientific. For example, in business world, the  
importance  of  the  writing  is  used  for  appointment  letter, memos, and 
application letters. In education, writing English is one of four skills that 
have to be achieved by students at secondary, high schools, and 
universities. 
In addition, students who like to have overseas pen palls have to be able to 
writeletter in English too. This condition forces them to learn how to make 
and compose letters into words, then words  into  meaningful sentences  
into  paragraphs. By doing  it,  students can improve their English writing 
skill. That is why everyone should be able to write in English. writing is an 
intentional, social communication that involves literacy as well.
42
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J. Aspects of Good Writing 
In writing, learners must concern at least five aspects of good writing are: 
content, organization, grammar, word choice, and mechanics. The English 
would be good if  these  components  of  writing  are  good  too.  It  goes  
without  saying  that  the English writer has to master and pay attention 
with them. The components are: First  aspect  of  good  writing  is  unity.  
A  writing  text  should  have  an excellent support so that it is attractive to 
be read. Moreover, it should have unity and coherence in order to make the 
readers exactly know about what the writers  want  to  tell  in  their  
writings. 
Oshima and Hongue have the opinion “unity is very important element of 
a text”. In short, if a text isabout a thing or certain object, all the sentences 
in the paragraph should talk about that object, so the paragraph expresses 
relevant meaning. 
The  second  aspect  of  good  writing  is  organization.  In  making  a  text,  
it must use three basic parts: introductory, body, and concluding 
paragraph. Oshima and  Hongue state  that  “a  text  or  essay  has  three  
main  parts:  an introductory paragraph, a body (at least one, but usually 
two or more paragraphs), and concluding paragraph.” Grammar is the third 
important aspect in writing. Good writing must show correct  basic  
grammar  pattern.  Then,  the  next  important  aspect  in  writing  is  word  
choice.  Word  choice should have the correct idiomatic vocabularies and 
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correct word forms. Students have to choose appropriate dictions to 
express ideas or mind in their writings. 
The  last  important  aspect  in  writing  is  mechanics.  They  consist  of 
punctuation  mark, and capitalization  of  letter.  When  writing  a 
paragraph,  we  must  use  correct  punctuation  mark.  In  order  to  use  
the  correct punctuation marks, learners must concern with sentence 
structure. They also must concern with the indentation and  capital letters. 
For example, indentation is used when making new paragraph and a 
capital letter is used to start a sentence. Good writing is very important, 
because it helps the readers understand about the information that is 
delivered by the writers.  
K. Round Table Technique  
1. Definition of Round Table Technique (RTT) 
Round Table is one of teaching technique which is implemented by 
cooperative learning approach.
43
 To reach the high quality group work all 
the members of group must be cooperative as the social skills should be 
developed. In Round Table teaching technique, all the group member’s 
ideas are used to elaborate, explain, and as then argumentative reason in 
modifying and restructuring their own thinking and knowledge. 
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Round Table structures can be used to brainstorm ideas and to generate a 
large number of responses to a single question or a group of questions.
44
 
Round table Technique is one of cooperative learning technique which led 
the students to work together in a small group by taking  turns in a  round 
table. Cooperative learning it self  defines as broader concept covering all 
types of group work including group work  that  led or directed by the 
teacher. 
According to Heartland that round table technique where one paper and 
pencil are systematically pass around the group, each member writes an 
idea and then pass it into the person on their left who then writes an idea.
45
 
Utilizing different colors for each person reinforces that all team members 
are contributing equally. In addition, from round table activity the   
students can explore their ideas as much as possible in the group, in 
writing the students need the ideas to write. Through roundtable technique, 
in this study the researcher used the step in roundtable technique in 
planning and writing process. 
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Round table structure is one of cooperative learning  techniques  in  which  
each student in a group takes turn to write  answers.
46
According to Jacobs 
(Seameo Regional Language Centre Singapore), Siowock (University  
Malaysia), and Jessica (University of Victorian Canada) in Norzang state  
that  “Round table  is  cooperative  learning technique  in  which  each  
person  writes  on  idea  for a multiple  ability  task and passes their paper 
to the person on the right. The paper circulates around the entire group at 
least once.  Each  time a person  receives  the  paper,  they  should  write a 
different task then whole class discussion”. Round table is one of  teaching  
technique  which  is  implemented by cooperative learning approach.
47
 
Round table is essentially the written version of the discussion technique. 
The benefits of having students write their ideas as opposed to speaking 
them are that writing helps students to focus their attention, gives students 
quiet time to think about their responses, and provides a cumulative 
records. Round table also ensures equal participation among group 
members and exposes students to multiple view points and ideas.
48
 
Considering from the problem that happened in eighth grade, Round table 
Technique regarded to be important to implement because this technique 
focuses on written activity with small group discussion that consists 
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heterogeneous students. It can develop studen ts’ active participation in 
teaching and learning process. In creative writing, a variation of round 
table is used to help foster imaginative. The instructor provides an 
introductory sentence or paragraph or a simple opening phrase.
49
 
Based on explanation above it can be seen that there are many techniques 
in learning that can be apllied to asses the students. Round table technique 
can help students to discussion about the material and the students can 
focus their attention. Ratnasari argues that Round table Technique is 
learning technique that applies to appoint each member of the group to 
participle in the group by taking turns to form a round table or sit in 
circle.
50
 
2. Procedures for Round Table Technique  
Round table structures can be used to brainstorm ideas and to generate a 
large number of responses to a single question or a group of questions. The 
main issue here is the question or the problem you have asked the students 
to consider. It  has to be one that has the potential for a number of different 
"right" answers. 
Relate the question to the course unit while  keeping  it  simple so that  
every student  can  have  some  input.
51
The process of round table 
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technique in the classroom deals with preparation and schedule of 
activties as an implementation of the round table technique process.
52
 
According to Putra Hilmi in Sudjana ( 2010 : 3 )  The procedures of round 
table technique are : 
1.The teacher explains the learning materials discussed on that day.  
2.Teacher forms small groups of 4-6 students in a circular structure. 
3.The teacher explains the learning implementation procedures. 
4.Teaches gives structured assignments to each group. 
5.Each group is given 25 minutes to finish the assignment. 
6.All members of the group get two minutes to answer the questions 
inturn. Turn to answer the question is determined based on a 
clockwisedirection. 
7.Teacher and students discuss the answers to the discussion problems. 
8.Teacher evaluates the student achievement.  
9.Teachers give rewards to the group that received the most points 
3. Teachers’ Problem in Teaching Writing Through Round Table 
Technique  
Every process of teaching English has bad and good sides, it is something 
that the teacher to face it. In teaching writing process as a teacher 
definitely finds some problem in the activity of teaching. As a facilitator, 
the teacher should be clear on what the material is and find out the 
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appropriate way in order to achieve process teaching writing well in the 
class. Teacher’s need several different kinds of knowledges.53 Knowledges 
about how ideas can be represented effectively, and knowledge about how 
students’ understanding can be assesed (potential  of the teacher ). 
However, a good teacher has prepared well and mastered the material that 
to be taught in class and also the teacher have to know the characteristic of 
the students in order to gain the target of language teaching. 
Teachers’ Problem in Teaching Writing Through Round Table Technique 
as follows :  
1.  The students’ stalling time in completing task, thus distrupting  
the learning process. 
2. The students’ did not record the material that the teacher had 
explained, and borrowed a friend’s note, so that it disrupted the 
concentration of his friend. 
3. The students’ did not focus and joke with friends during learning.54 
4. Sometimes the learners are confused how to use it because the   
learners confused where to start writing. Besides, the learners do this 
way under pressure to make this technique as an affective way. Time is 
wasted and students will likely get bored. 
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From the explanation above it is clear that some problems that faced by the 
teacher in teaching writing trough round table, the students are unable to 
understand the material  knowledge and use them in English skill, the 
repetition frequencies of the same words are so low, based on all of those 
problems above, it should be solved to make the teaching process 
successful in the class. 
4. Students’ Problem in Teaching Writing Through Round Table 
Technique 
Barkley,et al  state that Round table is one of the brainstorming techniques 
called as the natural way in developing the writing.
55
 It is only used for 
fairly simple tasks, not for the complex or reasoning ones. It is only the 
surface of technique in teaching writing, so it does not a good technique 
when it is used to write an easy writing which has long paragraph. 
a. When team members pass ideas arround the room, they might hold back 
simply because they know that the person next to them will see what they 
have written. This is one of disadvantages of round table technique. It is 
because when the write their idea, their friend who sit next to them are 
able to see the answer or idea. 
b. Another is that each person gets inspiration for their new idea from the 
ideas of only one other person, rather than from the entire group. This 
situation can happen if there is a students who is low in knowladge. He or 
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she will imitate the idea which is exposed by their friend before them. It 
will make similarity ideas.
56
 
c. Awkward to express opinions when discussing  
d. Spend a lot of time 
e. Some students are still confused about grammar and they are not 
familiar with this kind of technique.
57
 
5. Advantages of Round Table Technique 
Kagan in Megawati Sinaga also presents some of the notable  advantages  
of  Round table structure like assessing  prior  knowledge,  recalling  
information, creating  cooperative  art,  team building, participation,  
building  vocabulary,  and  correcting grammatical and spelling errors.
58
 
Kagan in Megawati Sinaga has  the  opinion  “Round table  Technique  
will  achievesome advantages in terms of academic and social point of 
view”.   
The  advantages  of Round table Technique
59
 are: 
1) The students are able to understand and be aware how others write and 
learn. 
2) Their perception, reasoning and judgment about the subject matter 
could be shared  each other. 
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3) The students are able to advance their understanding of the subject 
matter 
4) The students’ mental or emotional are enhanced, because they get to 
know each other better, and overcome the problem of disagreements. 
 5) Besides, they may support each other by working together. 
 6)The responsibility of each group, the contribution idea in the group.
60
 
 
From the information above, it can be stated that Round Table  Technique 
will give many advantages in teaching learning process. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
A. Research Design 
In this research, the researcher used qualitative research. Qualitative research is 
a research that produces descriptive data in the form of written words or oral 
from subject and its behavior that can be observed, as a result the goal of the 
research is an individual understanding and its background completely.
61
 
Qualitative refers to data that describes an object’s qualities or meaningful 
properties.
62
 Qualitative research is naturalistic research method because the 
research did on natural setting.
63
 In qualitative research, this research in doing 
research cannot make her own schedule. In other words, qualitative research 
serves the data in descriptive form not in numerical form. Descriptive method 
is used when this research were to describe the condition and situation of 
something specifically. It means in the main characteristic of this method the 
research had no control over the variables, she can only report what  has 
happened or what is happening.  
During the research, this research function as observer. This research observed 
Teaching Writing Through Round Table Technique at the Second Semester of 
the Eighth grade at SMP Negeri 2 Sumberejo in the academic year 2018/2019 
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and also the students’ activity during the teaching process carried by the 
teacher. 
B. Research Subject  
According to Sugiyono, population is the whole subject / object of the research 
that has quality and particulate characteristic. In addition he states  that sample 
is part of the characteristic of population that represents of its population.
64
 In 
this research, the research used purposive sampling technique. According to 
Arikunto, purposive sampling technique is sampling technique which is done 
because limited time and finding.
65
 According  to Marguerite et.al, purposive 
sampling technique is a common procedure used in qualitative research that 
identifies key informants or person who have specific knowledge about the 
topic being study. The type of purposive sampling that a researcher may decide 
to use depends on the purpose of the study.
66
 This research selected the subject 
according to the need and purpose of the research. 
This research selected the people or participants who know the phenomenon of 
the problem. The type of purposive sampling that a research may decided to be 
used. This research selected the English teacher and the students of one class, 
the class is VIII B the Eighth grade of SMP Negeri 2 Sumberejo as the 
participant of this research. This research ask the teacher of Eghth Grade who 
taught English as a sample class. Then, this research choose the class as the 
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sample of the research because some reason especially in writing trough round 
table technique is still low.  
Table 2 
Population of the students at second semester at the Eighth Grade of  
SMP N 2 Sumberejo in the 2018/2019 Academic Year 
 
No    Class 
Genre 
Total 
       Male       Female 
1  VIII A 14          18 32 
2  VIII B         16          16 32 
3  VIII C         16          18 34 
4  VIII D         17          19 36 
5  VIII E         15          19 34 
  77         89          90  166 
Source: The data of SMP Negeri 2 Sumberejo in 2018/2019 Academic Year  Tanggamus
67
 
C. Data Collecting Technique  
In this research, there were some steps that had be applied with intention of 
gaining the data from beginning until the end of teaching process. 
Consequently, This research conduct the observation, questionnaire and 
interview  The steps are follows: 
1) Observation 
Observation  sheet used to know  the  students activities,  attention,  and 
responses during the teaching and learning process and to record events 
happen. Observation is to explain the situation that is examined, the 
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activity that take place, individuals who are involved in an activity and 
relationship between the situation, events and in individuals.
68
  Responses  
toward  the  lesson  and  the teacher. Observation is a way of collecting 
data in research which the researcher observed in this research the 
researcher observed in the filed. According to Sugiono, observation is 
collecting data process, which in this research the researcher observed the 
situation of teaching learning process in the class.
69
  
Observation is proper to be use this research which relate with teaching 
learning process students activity, and problem, which may arise. This 
research had be a observer. This research not involved directly in the 
classroom activiy. This research made note during the teaching learning 
process. In this case the research only note, analyze and make inference 
about object under study. 
2) Interview 
After observing their teaching learning process, this research also 
interview the teacher, interview is meeting of two persons to excange 
information and idea through question and responses, result in 
communication and join construction of meaning about a particular 
topic. Interviews are good research techniques when you want to 
know what people think or feel about something.
70
 Interview provides 
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this research a mean to gain deeper understanding of how the students 
interpret situation or phenomenon that can be gained through 
observation.
71
 
The interview used in collecting the data from the teacher. This 
research ask the teacher about her opinion of the activity in teaching 
process including problem in teaching writing, where questions asked 
by the interviewer to obtain information from interview.
72
 
3) Questionnaire 
This research gave questionnaire to the students. Questionnaire had be 
printed from the data including question or statement to which the 
subjects are expected to respond.
73
 Questionnaire is a list of questions 
used by researcher to get data from the source directly through a 
process of communication or to ask question. From collecting data 
through questionnaire, this research found the students respond toward 
the teaching and learning process. 
This research distribute the questionnaire after the process of teaching 
writing by using roundtable. This research used open-ended question 
and gave the questionnaire to the students. An open-ended question is 
a question format that allows students to gave a free-form answer. 
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D. Research Instrument  
This research key instrument.
74
 The instrument in naturalistic inquiry is 
the human. Research instrument is tool if facilities which used by the 
researcher in collecting the data in order to make the research easier and 
get better result, in the meaning more complete and systematic so it easy to 
analyze.
75
 Thus, the researcher had been the main instrument in the 
research. In this research, the researcher used observation, interview and 
questionnaire as the instruments of the research. 
1. Observation  
Observation is to explain the situation that we examine, the activities that 
take place, individuals who are involved in an activity and the relationship 
between the situation, event and individuals.
76
 Observation is the process 
of gathering open-end, first hand information by observe people and place 
at the research sites. This research used observation that the research 
prepare it in advanced. This research makes a note during the teaching 
learning process. In this case, as observer to get the data do not involve 
directly in classroom activity but the observer only makes a note during 
teaching learning process by using the instrument as follow ;  
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    Table 3 
Observation Guideline 
 
No Components of 
Observation 
Pointer of Observation 
1 Pre-activity The teacher greeting the class and open the lesson 
Checking students’ attendance list 
The teacher starts the lesson 
The teacher explains how the rule of definition roundtable and prepare paper 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
While-Activity 
The Procedures of Teaching Writing Through Roundtable Technique : 
1. The teacher explains the learning materials discussed on that day. 
2. The Teacher divided or forms small groups of 4-6 students in a circular 
structure. 
3. The teacher explains the learning implementation procedures 
4. The Teachers gives structured assignments to each group. 
5. The teacher given each group 25 minutes to finish the assignment 
6. The teacher give all members of the group get two minutes to answer 
the questions in turn. Turn to answer the question is determined based 
on a clockwise direction. 
3 Post- Activity The teacher and students discuss the answers to the discussion problems 
. 
The teacher evaluates the student achievement.  
 
The teachers give rewards to the group that received the most points 
 
  The teacher concludes the lesson with using roundtable  
 
The teacher closes the lesson 
 
 
 
2. Interview  
Interviews are good research techniques when you want to know what people 
think or feel about something.
77
 In this research, the interview used in 
collecting data for the teacher. This research interview the teacher about her 
opinion of teaching writing process included problems that she faced in using 
roundtable technique. Futhermore, this interview aims to make sure about the 
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result of the observation and to get more data relating to this research. The aim 
is to found out problems faced by the teacher and students in teaching writing 
through roundtable technique. 
Table 4 
Teacher’s Interview Guideline 
 
No  Aspect (s)  Indicator  No. Item  Total Item   
1 How is the Process of   
Teaching Writing Through 
Roundtable Technique? 
Ask the teacher about the 
process of teaching writing 
through roundtable 
technique  
1 1 
2 Teacher’s Problems Ask the teacher wheter she 
has any problems to 
understand when use the 
round table technique that 
will be taught to the 
students and how long the 
teacher given time for each 
group. 
2,3 2 
Ask the teacher where she 
faced the students’ to start 
writing.  
4 1 
Ask the teacher has 
difficulties to control class. 
5 1 
Ask the teacher about 
technique before entering 
class.  
6 1 
  Ask the teacher she has 
difficulties to make them 
understand. 
7 1 
Ask the teacher she has 
problems face. 
8 1 
Ask the teacher she has 
difficulties to make them 
focus with the material. 
9 1 
3 Teacher’s Opinion Teacher’s opinion for 
teaching writing through 
roundtable technique. 
10 1 
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3. Questionnaire 
This research gave questionnaire to the students in order to make sure what the 
aspects that might influence the students learning process and to confirm the 
answer given by their teacher. In learning writing process, there were many 
problems faced by the students in teaching writing. The questionnaire was 
given to  take data in teaching writing especially by using roundtable. This 
research used open-end questionnaire. Setiyadi states that close-ended is a 
question that does not need to consider whether it should be answered with a 
long answer to a short or wide. Only need to be answered  correctly or 
incorrectly.
78
 
Table 5 
Questionnaire Guideline 
  
No  Aspect (s) Indicator No item Total item  
1 Students’ Problems The students’ have not 
write a good sentences. 
1,2 2 
The students’ have 
problem in making text in 
English 
3 1 
The students’ have 
problem to express 
opinions when discussing 
and writing  
4 1 
The students’ have 
problem grammar 
5 1 
2 Students’ Opinion  Students’ opinion for 
teaching writing through 
roundtable technique 
6,7 2 
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E. Research Procedure 
To obtain the accurate data, this research followed the procedure of research 
in the following steps, such as: Identifying a research problem, reviewing the 
literature, specifying a purpose for research, collecting data (observation, 
interview and questionnaire), analyzing and interpreting data, reporting and 
evaluating.
79
 The procedure of the research  as follows: 
1. Finding the subject of the research. The subject is a class of students at 
the second semester at the Eighth grade at SMPN 2 Sumberejo in the 
Academic Year of 2018/2019, especially class VIIIB along with the 
English teacher. 
2. This research observation during the instruction and take some notes  to 
all important events  
3. The object of the observation, students and teacher at the  second 
semester at the Eighth grade in SMP Negeri 2 Sumberejo. 
4. The time of the observation had be done at the second semester in the    
Academic Year 2018. 
5. Duration of the observation until this research gets the result of the 
research. 
6. The purpose of the observation found the result and data in this 
research. 
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7. This research interview the teacher after the process of teaching 
learning. 
8. This research gave the questionnaire to the students about their 
problems in learning writing through roundtable technique. 
9. This research analyze the notes of the observation, interview and 
questionnaire. 
10. This research report the results of the data analysis to include the 
research founding.  
F. Trustworthinsess of The Data  
In qualitative research, this research has to reveal the data as the real life of 
the subject. This qualitative research uses some methodologies to keep the 
validity of the data in order to have more accurate conclusion. To make the 
data valid, tringulation is employed. According to Setiyadi, tringulation is 
the combination of two methods or more in collecting the data about the 
attitude of the subject of the research, because the attitude of human being 
is quite complex, the use of single method in colecting the qualitatve data 
is often considered not enough.
80
 There are 5 kinds  of tringulation, there 
are : 
a. Tringulation of time 
Tringulation of time has two forms, there are cross-sectional tringulation is 
the data collecting implemented in the same time to different group and 
longitudinal tringulation is the data collected from the same group at 
different times.  
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b. Tringulation of place 
In tringulation of place to make the data collection more accurate, it can be 
done using different place for similar data. 
c. Tringulation of theory 
In tringulation of theory, data collection is collected based on different 
theory or by analyzing the same data with the different theory. 
d. Tringulation of method 
In tringulation of method the researcher use different method for collecting 
similar data. 
e. Researcher tringulation 
In researcher tringulation, for collecting the same data it is done by some   
people. 
In this research, the tringulation of method used by the researcher, in 
tringulation method, this research used three data collecting techniques, 
and they are: observation, interview, and questionnaie. The observation 
focused on the process of teaching writing through roundtable technique 
interview and questionnaire were conducted to get the data which used to 
make sure about the result of observation. The uses of triangulation are to 
enrich the data and make more accurate. conclusion. So in qualitative 
research the triangulation is important because if the researcher wants to 
get the conclusion, the researcher should have strong data. 
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G. Data Analysis  
Data analysis is the process of organizing the data in order to obtain 
regularity of the pattern of form of the research. According to Miles and 
Huberman there are three major phases of data analysis: data 
condensation, data display, and conclusion drawing or verification.
81
 
Data analysis is the process of organizing the data in order to get the 
pattern of other explanation from, whereas data interpretation is the 
process of giving meaning to the result of data analysis.
82
 To analyze the 
data, this research observed all of the action during the class so that the 
research can explain how one aspect influences another aspect. This 
research analyze the data qualitative by following steps: 
1. Data Condensation 
Data condensation refers to the process of selecting, focusing, simplifying      
transforming the data that appear in the full corpus (body) of written up 
field notes, interview transcripts, documents, and other empirical 
materials.
83
In this case, the research selected the data derived from 
observation on teaching and learning process, interview to the teacher and 
questionnaire to the students to make the date stronger.  
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2. Data Display 
Data display used to explain the data in order to be meaningful. Through 
the presentation of these data, the data organized, arranged in a pattern of 
relationship, so it more easly understood. In this case, this research derived 
the data form observation on teaching process, interview, to the teacher 
and questionnaire to the students as the supporting data to the result of 
interview of the students. In this case, observing teaching process and 
interview provided in data display.  
3. Conclusion Drawing/Verification 
The last step in analyzing the data conclude the data and verifying the 
data.
84
 Verification refers to the process which is able to explain the 
answer of research question and research objectives. In this step, this 
research draw the conclusion and verify the answer of research question 
that provided in displaying data by comparing the observation data, 
interview data, questionnaire data, so that the conclusion of the research 
will be clear, explicit, and grounded. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
 
In this chapter, the researcher explained about data analysis, discussion 
and research finding. 
A. General Description of the Research Place 
1. Brief Story of SMP N 2 Sumberejo Tanggamus 
SMP N 2 Sumberejo is a junior high school. This school is located on Jl. Raya 
Sumberejo Kec. Sumberejo Kab. Tanggamus. This school was built in 2001 
because there was no junior high school which is a part of formal education 
giving global education and religious education.  
Furthemore, teaching learning process was started in 2001. It was done in the 
morning. Here is the detail information of SMP N 2 Sumberejo : 
1.   School’s Name   : SMP Negeri 2 Sumberejo 
2.   Address   : Jalan Raya Sumberejo, Desa / Kecamatan 
Sumberejo / Sumberejo, Kab/Kota Tanggamus 
      No. Telp/ HP Kep.Sek : 085279406129 
3. Nama  Yayasan ( bagi swasta ) :  - 
      Alamat yayasan dan No. Telp :  - 
4. NSS/NSM/NSD  : 201120600920 
5. NPSN    : 10804915 
6. Accredited   : A 
7. School Year was Established : 2001 
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8. Year of School Operation : 2001 
9. Land Ownership  : Milik Pemerintah/  Yayasan/ Pribadi/ 
Menyewa/ Menumpang*) 
a.   Land Status   : SHHM/HGB/Hak Pakai/Akta Jual-Beli/   
Hibah  *)(sertakan  copyan) 
 b.   Surface Area    : 12.500 M
2
 
10. Status Bangunan  : Pemerintah/  Yayasan/ Pribadi/ Menyewa/ 
Menumpang*) 
a. Building permit   : Nomor : 640.00270.SR.XI. 16.2002 
b. Spacious whole Building  : 1.614 M
2
 
Teaching activities in SMP N 2 Sumberejo is in the morning. It is started at 
07.00 am until 14.00 pm except on Friday only until 11.00 pm. The situation of 
SMP N 2 Sumberejo has high discipline because the school tries to increase the 
students’ attitude, knowladge, Faithful to the God who is the great one, and 
also beneficial in the society. 
B. Research Procedure 
The researcher conducted the research to know the process of using round 
table technique in teaching writing, problem faced by the teacher and the 
students at SMP N 2 Sumberejo. The researcher did the research by using 
observation, interview and questionnaire as research instruments. Observation 
was used to know the process of teaching writing through round table 
technique and the problems faced by teacher and students’. Interview  was 
used to know the problems faced by the teacher in teaching writing through 
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round table technique and the questionnaires were used to know the problems 
and to confirm the data got in observation and interview. 
In the observation, the researcher observed the teacher and students in the 
process of teaching writing and also condition or the class atmosphere during 
teaching process. Then, the researcher interviewed the teacher to find out 
their responses, problems and causes of problems faced by them in teaching 
writing through roundtable technique. After that, the next instrument was 
questionnaire. The researcher gave questionnaire to students after teaching 
and learning, the questionnaire was aimed to find out the teacher and 
students’ problems in teaching writing through round table technique and to 
confirm the data gained from observation and interview. 
The research was conducted to the eighth grade students at the second 
semester of SMP N 2 Sumberejo 2018/2019. In this research, the researcher 
included the date or planned schedules of work as follows: 
1. On March 26st , the researcher conducted the preliminary research in 
SMP N 2 Sumberejo Tanggamus 
2. On February 27th, the researcher met the headmaster and got permission 
to do research at SMP N 2 Sumberejo. 
3. On February 28th, researcher met the English teacher to discuss the lesson 
plan and also asked about time schedule of English class.  
4. On March 5th, the researcher conducted the observation in the class and 
gave questionnaire to the students. 
5. On March 6th, the researcher interviewed the teacher.  
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C. Data Analysis 
After collecting the data, the researcher analyzed the data that gained from 
observation, interview, and questionnaire. According to Miles and Huberman 
there are three major phrases of data analysis: data condensation, data display, 
and data conclusion.
85
 
1. Data Condensation 
Data condensation refers to the process of selecting, focusing, simplifying      
transforming the data that appear in the full corpus (body) of written up field 
notes, interview transcripts, documents, and other empirical materials.
86
 It 
means that the researcher selected data that would be written in this thesis. 
There were three instruments used to collect the data: observation, interview 
and questionnaire. In this step, the researcher analyzed the data based on each 
instrument. 
a. Observation Data 
The researcher employed an observation (see appendix 5). The observation 
was conducted to know the process of teaching writing through round table 
technique  conducted in one meeting. In those meeting, the teacher 
conducted pre-activity, whilst-activity and post-activity. The researcher 
observed the process of teaching teaching writing through round table 
technique. In the observation process, the researcher prepared the 
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observation checklist. The data of observation had been identified as 
described in the following discussion: 
1) Observation 
In the classroom, process teaching writing through round table technique was 
as follows : 
a. Pre- Activity 
In pre-activity, the class was opened by greeting that was responded by all 
students. Many of them responded loudly and enthusiasm, but some of the less 
responded After that, she reviewed last lesson, almost all the students had 
forgotten the material that had been discussed before and looked for the 
material in their books. After that teacher gave brainstorming about the 
material with the easy example. The teacher asks about the Jokowi and 
describing. The students showed their enthusiasm and responded to the teacher 
question, some of them paid attention but quite, and the other made little noisy 
and not paid attention. 
b. Whilst- Activity  
The teacher told the students that she would present information about the text 
that they will learn and the students were asked to listening her carefully to get 
brief information of the text before they started discussed and write.  Then, the 
teacher divided orformed small groups and explained the learning 
implementation procedures. Many of the students looked very interested in the 
material presented by the teacher.  In each group, the researcher saw the 
students and teacher gave all members of the group get two minutes to answer 
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the question in turn, many of them write and translated the words by using 
dictionary or asking the teacher, but the other students were busy, made noisy 
or even bothering their friends in other group.  
c. Post- Activity  
In post activity, the teacher asked the students to collect their task. And then 
the teacher discussed the answer with the students to know the their respond 
and answer. Most of students showed their enthusiasm to the discussion, but 
some of them ignored the discussion or being silent without showed any 
respond. But they could not discuss all part of the text and question because 
time has ended. Then, the teacher closed the meeting.  
During the observation of teaching writing through round table technique, the 
researcher found the problems as follow: 
a) The students did not have motivation. They did not pay attention to the 
teacher, to write the text and to discuss the material. Many of the students 
made noisy by themselves such as chatting with other friends. 
b) The students wrote  the text very slowly as if they wanted understand the 
text or  even to decode and understand the meaning of the words that they 
had never seen before. They looked up word by word in dictionary or asked 
to the teacher, so that the writing and discuss was very slowly. 
c) Some of the students were passive, they looked did not interest in teaching 
process. The teacher seemed difficult to engage their motivation. 
d) The teacher rushed to conduct discussion session with the students because the 
times were almost end. 
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e) The students felt shy, did not have confidence and afraid if they made 
mistake. 
f) The teacher did not give feedback nor did reflection, because the time 
ended. 
a. Interview Data  
To support the data of the observation, the researcher employed interviews. 
The researcher interviewed the English teacher and samples of thirty students. 
The researcher aimed at knowing the teacher’s problems and students’ 
problem during teaching writing through roundtable technique there were 10 
questions that the researcher asked to the English teacher (see Appendix 2).  
b. Questionnaire Data  
The researcher also employed a questionnaire to the students for supporting 
the result of the observation and interview. This aimed to get deeper 
understanding of students’ problems and their opinions in teaching writing 
through roundtable technique. In addition, questionnaire is as the proponent 
proof the result of interview to students. The questionnaire consisted of seven 
questions (see appendix 3). The first until the five questions was to know the 
students’ opinion about teaching writing through roundtable technique, then 
the six and seven questions were to know the students’ problems. 
Questionnaire was given to the whole students in Class VIII B which 
consisted of 30 students. 
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2. Data Display 
Data display is the second component or level in model of qualitative data 
analysis of Miles and Huberman theory. A display can be an extended piece of 
text or a diagram, graph, chart, table or matrix that provides a new way of 
arranging thinking about the more textually embedded data. In this case, 
researcher analyzed the data that had been reduced in data reduction and 
displayed it in the form of table. The analysis was done based on data 
collected by each instrument. 
a. Observation Report 
 
For collecting the data, the researcher used observation sheet based on the 
observation guideline and material. Here it is displayed the result of 
observation sheet based on the data showing in the data condensation, in this 
part the data were going to be identified and displayed for the two meetings 
that can be as follow : 
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Table 6 
Observation Sheet 
Observation Report of Teaching Writing Through Roundtable 
Technique 
 
Subje
ct 
Pointer (s) Che
cklis
t 
Explanation 
Y
e
s 
N
o 
 
 
 
 
 
Pre- 
Activ
ity 
(Teac
her) 
1. 1. The teacher 
greeting the class 
and open the lesson 
   Teacher opened the 
lesson by greeting the 
students.  
2. 2. The teacher  
Checking students’ 
attendance list 
3.  
   Teacher checked the 
students’ attendance by 
calling their name. 
4. 3. The teacher starts 
the lesson 
5.  
   Teacher started the 
lesson by discuss 
material last week. 
6. 4.The teacher 
explains how the 
rule of definition 
roundtable and 
prepare paper 
7.  
   Teacher explained the 
rule definition about 
roundtable technique 
and ask to the students’ 
to prepare their paper. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. The teacher 
explains the 
learning 
materials 
discussed on 
that day. 
8.  
   Teacher explained 
about material 
discussed on that day, 
the material is 
descriptive text using 
roundtable technique. 
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Whil
es- 
activi
ty 
(Teac
her) 
2. The Teacher 
divided or forms 
small groups of 4-6 
students in a circular 
structure. 
3.  
   Teacher divides 
students’ into 4-6 
groups in a circular 
structure to discuss. 
3. The teacher 
explains the 
learning 
implementation 
procedures 
 
   After they divides into 
groups, their sit and the 
teacher did not 
explained the 
implementation 
procedures. 
4. The Teachers 
gives structured 
assignments to each 
group. 
5.    
   Teachers chose the 
topic about descriptive 
text to start the lesson. 
The students’ had to 
describe people and 
animal. After that the 
teacher ask to the 
students to write a topic 
to get paragraph. 
6. 5. The teacher given 
each group 25 
minutes to finish the 
assignment 
   This activity the teacher 
does not give 25 
minutes to complete the 
assignment. 
 7. 6. The teacher give  
all members of      
the group get two  
minutes to answer     
the questions in  
turn. Turn to     
answer the  question 
is   determined 
based on a 
clockwise direction. 
8.  
   The teacher does not 
give the group get two 
minutes to answer 
question because the 
time is limited. 
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Post- 
Activ
ity 
1. The teachers give 
rewards to the group 
that received the 
most points 
9.  
   The teacher does not 
give rewards to the 
group because time’s 
up. 
2.The teacher   
concludes the lesson 
with using 
roundtable 
 
    The teacher does not 
concludes the lesson. 
3.The teacher closes 
the lesson 
 
   This activity the teacher 
give motivation to the 
students, then the 
teacher closed the 
lesson and asked the 
students to pray  
together. 
Teac
her’s 
Probl
ems 
1. 1. Teacher has 
difficulties if the 
students: cannot 
achieve the basic 
knowledge of the 
text, slow in write 
and confuse about 
the word in english. 
 
 
   Teacher had difficulty 
to manage the time, 
because the students 
write and translate the 
text very slowly. And 
teacher looked difficult 
to control student to 
explain about the text to 
the student because 
students cannot achieve 
basic knowledge of the 
text and cannot figure 
out inference, or to 
determine the main idea 
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of the text. It can be 
seen by the student’s 
answers when the 
teacher gave them 
question about the 
topic. 
 
 2. Teacher has 
difficulties to choose 
The teaching 
material. 
2.  
   The teacher has 
difficulties to choose 
the writing material 
because the teacher 
should choose materials 
that appropriate with 
the strategy. 
 
 3. Teacher has 
problems in providing 
help and  giving 
feedback to students 
in learning writing 
through roundtable 
techique 
   Teacher did not give 
meaningful feedback 
about the material to 
students, because the 
time had ended. 
 
Stude
nt’s 
Probl
ems  
1. The students did 
not have good 
vocabulary mastery. 
 
   The students often 
asked the Meaning of 
words to the teacher 
and looked up in 
dictionary if they did 
not know the meaning 
of the word in the text. 
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 2. The students 
have problems of  
inference making 
 
   The teacher asked the 
student to make 
inference of the text, 
but many of them could 
not make inference 
correctly. 
 
 
 
Based on the notes which were taken by the researcher, the teacher gave 
brainstorming to the students before they started the activity, the 
brainstorming were about the material with the easy example. The teacher 
asks about Jokowi. Some students showed their enthusiasm and responded 
to the teacher question, some students pay attention but quite, some 
students make little noisy and not pay attention.  The students looked 
interest to follow that activity. In addition, the teacher had difficulties in 
managing the time. It is because the students writing very slowly and the 
teacher had to control students one by one to explain about the text 
because students could not achieve basic knowledge of the text and could 
not figure out inference, or to determine the main idea of the text. 
So the times almost end, the teacher seemed rush to discuss the material 
with the students and the teacher did not have time to give feedback about 
the material to students. Besides, students have no good vocabulary 
mastery and difficult to decode the word and sentences. And the students 
had problem in working memory of the text, they forgot the text that they 
had discussed before or even to remember new words that they just 
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translated, it could be seen by many of the students asked the meaning of a 
word to the teacher more than once.  
b. Interview Report 
The researcher also employed interviews to support the data of the 
observation., The interviews were composed based on the stages of 
teaching writing, teacher’s problems. The interviews were intended to find 
out the teacher’s opinions about writing class and their problems in 
teaching writing.  
1) The Result of the Interview for the Teacher 
There were ten questions that the researcher asked to the teacher about the 
problems and her opinions in teaching writing through round table 
technique. It can be seen in the dialogue below ( see appendix 2). 
From the result of interview to the teacher, the researcher concluded that 
teacher applied round table technique in teaching writing was not running 
well because there were some weaknesses in many sides. And the teacher 
had difficulties in applying the steps of in teaching writing through round 
table techniques. Many of the problems that faced by teacher and the 
students. It can be explained as follows: 
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Table 7 
Teacher’s Interview Result 
No Problems 
1.  Teacher had difficulties if the students noisy, the students 
write very slowly, implications and main idea. 
 
2.  Teacher had problems to establish or choose the teaching 
material. 
3.  Teacher had problem giving a rewards in the process teaching 
writing because of the limited time. 
4.  The students’ had problem to make a good sentences.  
 
 
c. Questionnaire Report  
The researcher also employed questionnaire to the students for supporting 
the result of the observation and interview. The questions in questionnaire 
were designed almost same with the question in interview to students. It is 
aimed to get deeper understanding of students’ problems and their 
opinions in teaching writing through roundtable technique. Questionnaire 
was given to the whole students in Class VIIIB which consisted of 30 
students.  
1) Questionnaire Result  
Based on the questionnaire filled by the students, the researcher could 
describe students response was varied and it was described in table as 
follows: 
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Table 8 
Questionnaire Result 
 
  
N
o
  
Question An
sw
er  
Y
e
s
  
N
o
  
1.  Do you have difficulty in writing capital letters when 
writing text? 
3 2
7 
2.  Do you have trouble using punctuation when writing 
text? 
9 2
1 
3.  Do you have trouble writing English text?  2
8 
2 
4. D Do you have trouble sorting steps in writing text? 2
8 
2 
5. D Do you have difficulty in determining the grammar 
in the text you wrote? 
2
4 
6 
  
However based on the questionnaire filled by the students, the researcher 
could explainas follows: 
The students’ questionnaire result the data showed 68,8% students felt 
difficulty in writing capital letters when writing text, trouble using 
punctution when writing text, and difficulty in determining the grammar. 
The students’ questionnaire result the data showed 52,2%  of students said 
they were not difficult in writing capital letters when writing text. 
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3. Conclusion Drawing / Verification 
Conclusion Drawing/Verification is the third component or level in model 
of qualitative data analysis of Miles and Huberman theory. In this part, the 
data explained in data display were going to be discussed deeply in order 
to make a finding of the research. In this part, the discussion and findings 
were divided into  
three parts: the process, the teacher’s problems and the students’ problems 
in teaching writing through roundtable technique. 
a. Process of Teaching Writing Through Round Table Technique  
Teaching writing through round table technique was assumed could help 
the students’ in writing. But, in this research teaching writing still less 
effective and not maximal. In this research the researcher expected to see 
the teaching process and the problems in teaching writing through round 
table technique. 
In this research the observed of teaching writing that was done by the 
teacher use tringulation of method. The classroom atmosphere in teaching 
writing through round table technique were some students looked active 
and enthusiasm, but some of them looked less respond, bored did not 
focused or even made noisy and chatting each other. This research was 
conducted three data , observation, interview the teacher and giving 
questionnaire to the students’.  
From the data gained through observation, the researcher assumed that the 
teaching writing through round table technique was still less effective and 
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maximal. The teacher had followed the procedure well based on the Putra 
Hilmi, but there were some weakness in several sides. The teacher did not 
manage the time well. Some steps in round table were done haste by the 
teacher. 
Then, the teacher did not have time to give feedback or reflection and 
rewards to the students. She only discussed the material without discussed 
about the students’ difficulties in teaching writing through round table 
technique. In addition, the students looked bored in teaching process. That 
was indicated that some students were not had interest in teaching writing 
throgh round table technique. By it reason, the teacher should be able 
attract students’ interest in teaching writing through round table technique. 
From the data gained through observation, the researcher assumed that the 
teaching process especially writing through round table technique was 
running well although there were some weaknesses in several sides. And 
there were many obstacles faced by teacher and her students that made the 
teaching process by using round table technique were still less effective 
and not maximal. But, it did not give the big influence for teaching 
process, the process could be done properly. 
b. Problem Faced by Teacher in Teaching Writng Through Round Table 
Technique  
Besides, the problems of teaching writing through round table technique : 
1. The students write  the text very slowly. 
2. The students’ had problem to make a good sentences. 
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3. The students were passive, they looked did not interest in teaching process. 
4. The students’ did not have good vocabulary mastery.  
5. Exercise to make a paragraph  
Having conducted the research, the researcher found the problems during the 
applying of round table in teaching writing at SMP N 2 Sumberejo. They are as 
follows: 
1. Teacher had difficulties if the students cannot achieve mastery of the basics,  
the students write very slowly, and the students cannot make a good 
paragraph  
2. Teacher had problem to establish or to choose the teaching material in 
teaching writing. 
3. Teacher had problem to give a meaningful feedback or reflection for the 
students in the process of teaching writing through round table technique. 
4. Teacher had problems in supporting, stimulating and engaging the students 
to listen the presentation from the teacher, write the topic and discuss the 
topic. 
5. Teacher had problem to manage the time in the teaching process. 
c. Problem Faced by Students’ in Teaching Writing Through Round Table 
Technique  
The researcher employed observation, interview and questionnaire to know the 
students’ problems in teaching writing through round table technique. The 
problems of teaching writing are: 
1. The students have no good vocabulary mastery 
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2. The students’ have difficulty to decode, comprehend, and retention the text 
and sentence 
3. The students’ have problem in write the text in English 
4. The students’ have problems of make a paragraph 
5. The students’ cannot correctly grammar when they write 
Having conducted the research, the researcher found the problems during the 
applying of RTT in teaching writing at SMP N 2 Sumberejo. They are as 
follows: 
1. The students have no good vocabulary mastery. 
2. The students had problem to decode words and sentences. 
3. Students had problem to write in English of the topic 
4. Students had problems with finding motivation and interest in teaching 
writing. Then, they were being passive during learning process and they did 
not confidence, they felt afraid to make a mistake in teaching writing. 
D. Discussing of  Finding  
In this part, the researcher would like to discuss about the finding of the 
process of teaching writing through round table technique as the first 
formulation of the problem this research. Beside the process of teaching, the 
researcher discussed the teacher’s and the students’ problems in teaching 
writing through round table technique as the second and the third formulation 
of the problem. This research was produced by the participants of the research, 
they were the English teacher and the students of VIII B class SMPN 2 
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Sumberejo in the second semester in academic year 2018/2019 that had been 
observed. 
1. Process of Teaching Writing Through Round Table Technique 
Teaching writing through round table was assume that this technique to help the 
teacher to teach writing. But in this research the process teaching writing 
through round table technique was still not effective and not maximal enough. 
This research employed an observation to know the process of teaching writing 
through round table technique. Based on the notes which were taken by the 
researcher, as the Putra statement, there are nine steps in teaching writing 
through roundtable technique. In the meeting was found that the teacher give a 
papper and assigment how to describe about artist as the result the students felt 
hard to describe some words because some of students had lack of vocabulary 
and grammar to make a paragraph. in addition the process teaching writing can 
be handling because the teacher clarified the allocation of time thus situation of 
class be better and students can be anticipated and looked confidence. 
2. Teacher’s Problem in Teaching Writing Through Round Table 
Technique 
From the observation and interview with the teacher, the researcher found the 
problems in teaching writing through round table technique in the classroom. 
For the interview, the researcher gave ten questions to the English teacher. It 
was found that the teacher’s problem during teaching process by using round 
table technique at SMP N 2 Sumberejo, Tanggamus. The teacher applied this 
technique in teaching writing but she still found difficulties. Based on the result 
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of interview ( see appendix 2) observation (see appendix 5) the researcher 
conclude some conclusion about teacher’s problem in teaching writing through 
round table technique. 
The problem was found that the teacher had difficulties if students cannot 
produce some words and did not make sentence based on their knowladge 
because some students had different ability and lack of grammar. In this case, 
when teaching processes the teacher and students looked passive because the 
teacher did not time allocation clearly.  
Based on the result of problems above, it can be inferred that the problems 
explained in the theory were happened to the students, even there were more 
problem that happen in teaching writing through round table technique. The 
researcher concluded that the English teacher could do the steps of RTT in 
teaching writing well, although there were some weakness in several sides and 
there were many obstacles faced by the teacher and the students. 
After the researcher analyzed and found out the finding of the research, 
hopefully the researcher gave contribution of the research to better way. 
Teaching writing should be supported by an interesting lecture style by teacher, 
so the students were interested to write and discuss the text. Besides, someone 
should have good motivation. Moreover, round table technique that has been 
applied by the teacher is one of the ways that can be used in teaching writing 
because using RTT can help the students for improving teaching writing.  
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CHAPTER  V 
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 
 
After collecting the data and analyzing the result of the research, the 
researcher drew some conclusions and suggestions in teaching writing 
through roundtable technique.  
A. Conclusion  
Having discussed the result of the research, it can be concluded that:  
1. Teaching learning processes in the class were not running well. It could be seen 
by the teacher did not complete the RRT steps based on Putra Hilmi procedure of 
teaching by using RRT. There were some weaknesses in several sides and there 
were some problems faced by  teacher and students. In other hand, the classroom 
atmospheres in teaching writing through roundtable technique were some students 
looked active in teaching writing through roundtable technique. But, some of 
them looked less respond and did not have motivation. 
2. The problems faced by teacher in teaching writing through roundtable 
technique  were : 
a)  Teacher had problem to manage the times. 
b)  Teacher had difficulties if the students cannot achieve mastery of the basics, 
the students write very slowly, and the students cannot make a paragraph  
c) Teacher had problem to choose the teaching material in teaching 
writing.  
d) Teacher had problem to give a meaningful feedback or reflection for the 
students in the process of teaching writing.  
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e) Teacher had problems in supporting, stimulating and engaging the 
students to listen the presentation from the teacher, read the text and 
discuss the text. 
B. Suggestions  
Considering the result of the research, the researcher would like to deliver some 
suggestions as follow :  
1. Suggestion for the Teacher  
a. Before use this technique the teacher should give attention of the students’ 
readiness like explaining more detail the rule of roundtable in order to make 
students know what they will do during teaching process in class.  
b. The teacher should choose the words with suitable level of students and clarify 
about time allocation when teach roundtable technique in class. By choosing 
the words with suitable level for students and explain the time allocation, it can 
help the teacher to achieve teaching process well in class.  
2. Suggestion for the Students’ 
a. The students should pay attention to learning teaching writing through 
roundtable technique. 
b. The students should be more active and have motivation to learn and practice 
their English ( writing skill )  
c. In learning English, especially writing the students have to review their writing 
knowladge and practice more in order to the vocabulary that had been learned 
did not disappear on their mind. 
3. Suggestion for the School  
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a. The school should add the library with English books of vocabulary and 
writing. 
b. The school should complete the facilities of English such as kind of write of 
teaching and learning English, especially in writing skill. 
4. Suggestion for the next Researchers 
For the next researchers, they can enrich and improve the study about 
teaching writing with a new technique and hopefully  this research could 
be a reference.  
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